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Abstract

Few methods dedicate to the high frequency range in vibroacoustics. Apart from SEA which is the
most popular method, some energy methods, among other approaches, attempt to fulfill this lack. This
paper focuses on one of these methods, the application of radiative transfer equations to describe
vibrational and acoustical fields in terms of rays. It is shown that this analogy leads to some integral
equations well-suited to predict high frequency energy fields in both transient and steady states.

1 Introduction

In high frequency range, classical methods such as Finite Element Method or Boundary Element
Method applied to governing equations are limited in practice due to the increasing number of el-
ements. There is then an interest in developing some asymptotic methods which overcome this
difficulty. SEA is certainly the most popular [1]. Based on energy concept, SEA is a very simple
framework for analysing exchanges of energy between sub-structures.
Beyond this global approach, some methods attempt to generalize SEA and in particular to predict the
repartition of energy inside sub-structures. Among them, let cite the vibrational conductivity approach
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6] based on an analogy with heat conduction in thermics. These equations are further
discussed in Ref. [7]. Another intensity approach well-suited to acoustics is found in Refs. [8, 9].
Considering that the intensity is derived from a scalar and vector potentials and that only the scalar
potential part is relevant in high frequency range, Poisson’s equation applies to the scalar potential.
This method is different from the vibrational conductivity approach since the scalar potential is not
the energy density.
The method we present in this paper is rather based on ray concept. However diffraction is accounted
for in the sense of Geometrical Theory of Diffraction [10]. A boundary integral equation on intensity
was found to be equivalent to the ray-tracing technique [11, 12]. Such integral equation was previ-
ously used to predict time reverberation in room acoustics [13, 14] but also early decay time [15].
This method was successively extended to assembled plates [16], to specular reflection [17, 18], to
radiation [19], to transmission through walls [20] and to diffraction in acoustics [21]. In this paper,
we present a summary of all these integral and functional equations on energy and it is shown that
they model almost all relevant phenomena in vibroacoustics.

2 Energy fields of rays

An energy representation of vibrating fields in high frequency range requires two basic quantities: the
energy density

�
and the intensity or energy flow vector � defined as being the power per unit surface

normal to the ray.
Direct fields emanating from an impulse at time � and point � and propagating in unbounded medium
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are noted
�

for energy density and � for intensity. They are,���
��� ���	�
������ ���

���	���� � ��� ������������ (1)� � ��� ���	�
������ � � ���	���� � ��� ������������ (2)

where ����� � �!�"� is the source-receiver distance.
���

���	�� et � � ���	�� are stationary fields given by,

���
���	���� #%$ &(')+* �,��- $ . � (3)

� � ���	���� � ��� ���	���/0� (4)

where )+* is the solid angle of space, � the sound speed or more generally the group speed, 1 is the
absorption factor of the medium and / is the unit vector from � to � . In some equations, 2 will denote
the magnitude of vector � .
Complete fields

�
and � result from a linear superposition of direct fields stemming from volume

sources with power density 3 ( 45�%6�7 ) located inside domain 8 , from surface sources with power
density 9 ( 45�%6�: ) located over boundary ; and also from some line sources ( 45�%6 ) < on = whose
contribution is related to diffraction by wedges. It yields,

� � �
������ >@?A3 � �����CBD ��� ���	��FE"8HGJIK>�L09 �NM �O/JBP���CBD ���NM �	��FE";JQRIK>@ST< �NM �O/JBP���CBU ���NM �	��FE"=TQV� (5)

�
� �
������ >@?A3 � �����CBD�� � ���	��FE"8HGJIK>�L09 �NM �O/JBP���CBU�� �NM �	��FE";JQRIK>@ST< �NM �O/JBP���CBU�� �NM �	��FE"=TQV� (6)

where � B ���W�X� ���K�"� ��� or � B ���Y�Z� M �K�"� ��� is the time accounting for the propagation from the
source � or

M
to the receiver � and / B the unit vector from

M
to � .

A local power balance applies for fields
�

and � ,[]\_^Y`
�aIXb �

b � Ic1d� � �e3 (7)

where 1d� �
is the power density being dissipated and 3 the power density being injected by volume

sources. This equation is valid inside the domain 8 .
In some cases, it can be considered that surface sources 9 radiate energy following Lambert’s law,

9 �NM �O/0����0�f9 �NM ����hg�ikjml+� (8)

where l is the emission angle at point
M

in direction / measured with the normal n .

3 Reflection

When reflection of rays occurs on the boundary ; , the unknown 9 distributed over ; must be in-
terpreted as being the reflected power per unit area. Introducing a reflection efficiency o defined as
reflected power over incident power and taking into account the contribution of all sources on incident
power, the equation on 9 is derived.
In case of diffuse reflection, it yields [11, 12],))+* 9 �NM ����0�qpr>@? o�3 � �����CBD�� � ��� M FE"8HGJIa>�L o�9 �ts ���CBDhg�ikj"l�BU� �ts � M FE";Juwv ` n0� (9)

where ) �yx,g�ikjml%EVz , l B is the emission angle at point
s

and n is the unit outward normal to the
boundary at

M
. This is a Fredholm’s integral equation of second kind on 9 .
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In case of specular reflection, the detailed energy balance is applied. The equation on 9 for any
emission direction / is now [18],9 �NM �O/0����g�ikjml �qo � > QQ�� 3 � �����CBU # $ &('�� �YI 9 �NM B �O/ B ��� B g�ikjml B # $ &���� � (10)

where / B is the incident direction which specularly reflects in direction / .
M B is the point on the

boundary located in direction / B from
M

and 	 � � M B � M � . l B is the emission angle at point
M B in

direction / B . The integral in the right-hand side is evaluated on the straight segment
M B � M and�R� � � � M � . This is a functional equation on 9 .

4 Transmission

The problem of a wave transmission between two media with different group speeds, for instance,
the transmission of flexural waves at a joint of adjacent plates or the transparency of acoustical waves
through walls, is a simple generalization of previous case of reflection. Consider two or more media
referenced by a subscript 
 . o��� � /� is the transmission efficiency from direction / in medium � to
medium 
 defined as the transmitted power over incident power. When 
 ��� , this is simply the
reflection efficiency on the boundary in medium 
 .
When emitted energy can be considered as being diffuse, the reflection sources follow Lambert’s law
and equations on unknowns 9� are then [16],))+* 9� �NM ����V��� � � > ?��o��� � /JBDF3�� � �����CBD���� � ��� M FE"8HG@I�> L��o��� � /JBDF9�� �ts ���CBUFg�ikjml�BU��� �ts � M FE";Ju � ` n��w� (11)

/ B being alternatively the unit vector from � to
M

and from
s

to
M

. This is a set of Fredholm’s integral
equations of second kind.
In case of specular reflection and transmission, vectors /� are associated directions in medium 
 . They
are linked by Snell-Descartes relationships. The angle between /� and the normal is noted l� . The
detailed power balance reads [18],9� �NM �O/� ����g�ikj l� ��� �! � B�� B�" - $ .o��� � /JB�  � > QQ �� 3�� � �����CBU # $ & � ' Em�WI 9�� �NM B� �O/ B� ��� B g�ikj l B� # $ & � � � � � (12)

where � B is the phase speed in medium 
 . / B� is the incident direction which specularly reflects in
direction /#� and 	$� � � M B� � M � . This is a set of functional equations on unknowns 9� .
5 Diffraction

Consider now the case of diffraction sources < . % � ^ �O/� is an energetic diffraction coefficient de-
pending on two variables, the incident direction

^
and the emission direction / , defined as the ratio

of the emitted power
�'&�(*)�+ ,

per unit solid angle
� z about / and per unit length

�.-
of the edge, and

the incident intensity / + 021 stemming from
^

,% � ^ �O/�a� 3/ + 02154 E &�(*)�+ ,E - EVz ` (13)

An explicit relationship for % may be derived for instance by solving the canonical problem of plane
wave incident upon the edge. The equation on < is then obtained by applying the detailed power
balance in any direction / [21].< �NM �O/0����)+* �V>@? %�3 � �����CBU�2 � ��� M FE"8HG I�>�L %�9 �ts �O/JBP���CBU�2 �ts � M FE";Ju,I�>wS6%�< �ts �O/JBP���CBU�2 �ts � M FE"=Tu ` (14)
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This is a functional equation on the unknown < .

6 Radiation

For radiation, we introduce the subscript � for quantities related to structure and the subscript � for
acoustics. Radiation of sound may be explained by several phenomena [22].
Radiation by surface modes only occurs beyond the coincidence frequency when structural waves
are supersonic. In such a situation, when travelling structural waves continuously loss some energy
which is converted into acoustical waves. Then, an energetic radiation factor is defined as,

� ' � ^ �O/�a� 3/ + 02154 E &�(*)�+ ,E��(EVz � (15)

the ratio of radiated power per unit area and unit solid angle over the incident intensity. In the mean
time, the absorption factor 1 ' for structure is the sum of a term due to internal losses ���H��� where
� is the damping loss factor and � the circular frequency, and a term due to the acoustical radiation.
Indeed, this last term and

� ' must be related by power balance. It is found that,

1 ' � ���� IK> � ' � ^ �O/�FEVz ` (16)

Usually, the last integral does not depend on direction
^

for isotropic structure. Now, the acoustical
surface sources 9�� distributed over the structure provide this energy lost by the structure. We get [19],

9�� �NM �O/0����	�
 �q>@?� � ' � /JB_�O/�F3 ' � ���O/JBP���CBD�2 � ��� M FE"8HGJIK>�L�� � ' � /JBP�O/�F9 ' �ts �O/JB_���CBU�2 �ts � M FE";Ju
� (17)

where 8 ' denotes the structural domain and ; ' its boundary. Remark that / B lies inside 8 ' whereas /
is any direction inward fluid.
Radiation by edge modes occurs at any frequencies. This is particular case of diffraction. When a
structural wave impinges on the edge of the structure, it is partially reflected into structure itself and
partially diffracted into acoustics. Thus, it must be considered that the edge has a reflection efficiencyo ' less than unity and an energetic diffraction coefficient % ' � similar to Eq. (13). These coefficients
are related by power balance, o ' � 3 � 3^Y` n > % ' � � ^ �O/�FEVz � (18)

where
^Y` n is the cosine of the incidence angle. This reflection coefficient o ' depends on the incident

direction
^

. Furthermore, the energy converted into acoustical waves is emanated by some acoustical
sources distributed along the edge of the structure. Their power per unit length <�� is determined by,

<�� �NM �O/0����	�
 �V> ?� % ' � � /JBP�O/�F3 ' � �����CBD�2 � ��� M FE"8HGJI�> L�� % ' � � /JBP�O/�F9 ' �ts �O/JBP���CBU�2 �ts � M FE";Ju ` (19)

The power density <�� is then related to structural sources 3 ' and 9 ' .
7 Absorption

Absorption is the reciprocal problem of diffraction. When an acoustical ray impinges on a structure,
it is partially reflected into acoustics and partially converted into structural rays. As for radiation,
absorption may occur by surface or edge modes.
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Firstly, absorption by surface modes requires to introduce an energetic absorption coefficient
� � de-

fined as in Eq. (15) but where now / lies in the structure and
^

is any incident direction from fluid.
The reflection efficiency o � for acoustical wave is then less than unity. The power balance implies,

o � � ^ a� 3 � 3^Y` n > � � � ^ �O/�FEVz � (20)

where
^Y` n is the cosine of the incidence angle. This power being absorbed is recovered and re-emitted

by some structural sources 3 ' located inside the structure,

3 ' �NM �O/0����
� 
 �5> ?�� � � � /JBP�O/�F3�� � ���O/JBP���CBD�2 � ��� M FE"8HGJIK> L�� � � � /JBP�O/�F9�� �ts �O/JB_���CBU�2 �ts � M FE";Ju+� (21)

where now 8 � denotes the acoustical domain and ; � its boundary.
Secondly, absorption by edges is a particular case of diffraction. The energetic diffraction coefficient% � ' is once again defined as in Eq. (13). All the energy impinging on the edge is either diffracted into
structural wave or diffracted into acoustical wave. The acoustical diffraction sources have ever been
found in Eq. (14) and the structural diffraction sources 9 ' distributed along the edge are given by,

9 ' �NM �O/0����
� 
 �V>@?�� % � ' � /JBP�O/�F3�� � �����CBU�2 � ��� M FE"8HG I�>�L�� % � ' � /JB_�O/�F9�� �ts �O/JBP���CBU�2 �ts � M FE";Ju ` (22)

The power densities 9 ' are then related to acoustical sources 3 � and 9�� .
8 Conclusion

In this paper, a formalism for an integral representation of rays fields has been presented. All classical
phenomena of vibroacoustics that is reflection, transmission, diffraction, radiation by surface or edge
modes and absorption are accounted for. The advantage of using an integral representation instead of
classical ray-tracing technique more usual in room acoustics or in geometrical theory of diffraction,
is that it allows the use of boundary element method. Many examples and applications are available
in the relevant references.
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